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Several times in recent years we have witnessed the appearance of new
analytical perspectives in social studies of science. Inspired by wider
developments in philosophy and sociology, these perspectives have
redefined traditional concerns in the study of science and reformulated
problems of current interest and relevance. All of these perspectives
are sustained by a programme of detailed etr.qJirical research which
substantiates and elaborates their theoretical concerns. Those included
in this voltune are as follows: the etlmomethodological study ofscientific practice (chapters 8 and 9); the discourse analysis of scientists'
talk, writing and pictures (chapter 7); the ethnography of scientific
work (chapters 5 and 6); the relativist programme in science studies
(chapter 4); and the sociology of knowledge perspective in 'strong'
and 'weak' versions (chapters 2 and 3). It is iflllossible to identifY a
single set of characteristics shared by all of these analytical positions.
Nevertheless, there are certain broad themes which link. them together
through a series offamily resemblances. In these introductory remarks,
we will focus on four themes ...mich are common to most of the following chapters. These themes are, first, a concern to include the technical
content of science within the sCq:le of sociological analysis; second,
whether to adopt an internalist or an externalist methodology in the
study of science; third, the 'linguistic turn' ooderlying several of these
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perspectives; a1d fourth , their rejedion of traditional distinctions such
as that between the social ..ld the scientific. In sketching these characteristics, we pass over some of the mcgor divides which separate the
above perspectives fran each other. Without fail the attention- of
the reader will be drawn to these differences in subsequent chapters.

TIle rise or the sodology or scientific knm,"1edge
Perhaps the most sig1ificant event in the social study of science since
the emergence of the sociology of science pioneered by Robert Merton
in the 1930s is the rise of a genuine sociology of sciedific knowledge
in the 19705. For the first time in the history of sociological thought
there was a vigorous md systematic effort to subject natural and
tedmological scientific knowledge to the sane scrutiny which has
long been brought to bear on other systems of beliefs, such as religious
m d philosophical knowledge or political thought The sociology of
knowledge has been broadly defmed as a theory of the social er existential conditioning of thought (Marmheim, 1954). Its roots <re found
in the writings of:Marx and DUlkheim, its development as an autonomous discipline is commonly credited to Max Scheler (I926) and Kari
Mamheim (1954). Several authors have recently traced the long and
varied history of the sociology of knowledge, md commented upon
its v irtual disappe<rance from view after the ·second world war (e.g.,
Bames, 1974, 1977; Barber, 1975:8100r, 1976;Mulkay. 1979a;Stehr,
198 1; Stebr andMeja, 1982: Gieryn, 1982).
However, it appe<rs that f.... fium dying a premature death. the
issues raised by the classical sociology of knowledge gained much
potential and appeal during their slumber. As a result of subsequent
developments in the philosophy and historiography of science, these
problems were vigorously revived in a number of fre!b approaches to
the sociology of knowledge, including those spelled out in the works
mentioned above (see in addition Collins, 1974, 1975; Restivo, 1975,
1978, 1982; Mulkay , 1979b; Latour and WooI.gar, 1979;Krohn, 1980;
Knorr-Cetina, 198 1; the studies collected in 8anes md Shapin, 1979;
KnOIT, et al. , 1980: 88- 193; CoUins, 1981; as well as virtually all
contributions to this Volume). These studies suggest that not only are
we in a position to ask sociology of knowledge questions on the basis
of a new empirical fOl.Uldation, but that we <re now able to address
these questions with sane hope of success to the most autheritative
md eSoteric system of knowledge in modem societies, that of the

natural sciences. There are several lines of argument which <re COO1lTlOl1Iy
cited in support ofa new sociology ofsdenti fic knowledge (e.g., Bloor:
1976; Mulkay, 1979a; Hesse, 1980). These are best SUJtuna-ized as the
thesis of the Illlderdetennination of scientific theories by the evidence;
and the thesis of the theory-Iadenness of observation.
The notion that scientific theories a-e underdeterrnined by the data
derives fium a line of argument promoted by Ouhem, Poincare: Einstein and Quine. 1 In a nutshell, the thesis says that lIlY theory nu be
maintained in face of lIlY evidenc ~ provided that we make suffic iert1y
mdical adjustments elsewhere in our beliefs. This foUeM's frcrn the fact
that no me single theory er theocetical hypothesis can ever be extricated frcrn 'the ever present web of collateral assumptions' so as to be
open to cooclusive refutatioo? Rather, if certain observatiooal coosequences <re entailed by a Theory in coonection with a set of auxilimy
hypotheses and these coosequences do not materialize, we cm ooly
draw the weaker cooclusion that the Theory and tile auxilimy assumptions carmot both be true. It follows that a theory wh03e predictions do
not materialize cm always in principle be retained by making appropriate adjustments in the auxilimy hypotheses, ifso desired. Conversely,
it fol lows that there are in principle always altemative theories wliim
<re equally coosistent with the evidence and ,""hich might reasooooly
be adopted by scientists.
As Laudan (1982) has recently reminded us, from the logical thsis
of underdetermination it doe; not follow that social factors will have
to be invdi:ed to explain why scientists adopt a particular theory. J
After al~ there cmld be all kinds of factors which influence scientific
choice in face of in cmelusive ev idence. Furtbemlore, the eviJence need
not appear inconclusive in practice even though it .mig ht be fium a
strictly logical point of view. Nevertheless, if the thesis that scientific
theories <re logically underdetennined by the evidence is correct., it
removes me important constraint on theory acceptance which opens
the way fer social science investigation. Consider the opposite case,
namely that ooly me out of many theoretical interpretaticins would
ever be fully coosistent with the evidence. If the proponents of this
hypothesis could demoostrate that a set of data uniquely and cooelusively supported their interpretation (which would have to be
possible if logical determination existed), they ought to be able to
gain acceptance of their interpretation even against. the will of their
opponents. To deny a demonstrably conclusive relationship of logical
entaihnent would be like denying, in any non-contrived context, some
of the most entrenched conventions of our language game. Fer example.
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it wruld be like denying that a bachelor is an urunarried man.
Thus, ""hile the Duhem-Q.iine thesis of underdetennination does
not prove that social factors structure scieutists' theOl)' choices, it does
make it more likely that some kinds of non-logical factors play a ro le.
Hence, it can be held agaillSl any attempt to continue to exempt
natural scientific knowledge fran social science investigation. If it is
true that earlier sociologists of knowledge were prevented fran subjecting nalural and tedmological science to soc iological analysis by
the conviction that nature alone decides (entails) scientific theof)'
choicest then soc iology today should no looger be so prevented.

The thesis of the 'theory-ladermess' of observation suppms the
case for a sociology of scientific knowledge fran a slightly different
angle. The version of the thesis attributed to Kuim and Feyerabend
and supported by the arguments of Bohm, Hanson, and TouImin
appears to make two major points: 4 (1) obsetVations are theoryimpregnated in the sense that they irwolve auxiliary assumptions
in the fonn of measurement theories, theories of the psychology of
obselVation, theories of linguistic classification, etc.; and (2) observations <re theory-impregnated in the sense that what counts as
relevant and proper evidence is partly determined by the theoretical
paradigm which the evidence is supposed to test. The first point comes
down to the thesis of underdetennination, if the auxiliary as:umptions
on \\11ich obsetVatiofl depends are included <mong those mentioned
above in connection \vilh scientific theories. The il11llications we
think <re clear. If scientific observations <re ridden with theoretical
assumptions, then scientists cal in principle always doubt a particular
observation by challeng ing the aJxiliary assul11ltions upon which it
is based As some historians <I1d sociologists of science have documented, what counts as a proper and cOl11petent observation is indeed at
stake in many scientific arguments (e.g., Collins, 1975; see the swnmary
in Shapin, 1982). Whit bearing the evidmce is thought to have on a
theory depends on its being accepted as valid infOO11ation, Yohich in
turn depends on the unprob lematic acceptance of the background
assumptions which are constitutive of the obsetVations.
The second point made by the thesis of the theory-ladenness of
obsetVation has implications for the role of observations in theory
choice. Ohsetvations cafUlot SelVe as independent arbiters in questions
of theory choice if their relevance, their descriptive identification and
their proper measurement depend on the theories involved. This part
of the thesi s denies that 'obsetVations' remain stable and relev<l1t under
a spedfic description across competing or 9.lCcessive theories, thus

leading to the notion of incommetlsurable paradigms (Kuhn, 1970).
This idea has been challenged for portraying scientific chaJge as a
succession of all-encOf11lassing and mutually incomprehensible worldviavs which leave no room for the diversity, multiple coherence <I1d
fl exibility of paradigm components observed in scientific practice
(cf., Mulkay, 19793: 48). Yet even if the thesis ofincorrunensurnbilily
is relaxed to allow f(J"" the fact that proponents of different theories
can, in practice, often awee on a 'crucial' obsetvation, it is plausible
to as:ume that scientists' theoretical preferences will inform their
~praisal of the experiment <I1d the resources they mobilize fcc or
against the observation. The claims made in connection with the thesis
of the theOly-ladermess of observation direct our attention to the
possible existence of such differential preferences. Sociologists have
concluded that it is open to them to study their fonn and their cmsequmces in actual scientific practice.
In sum, the thesis of underdetennination of scimtific theories by
the evidmce and the thesis of the theory -laderUless of obsetvation
support the case of those studies of science .....ilich do not exempt
knowledge production in the natural sciences from social scimce
investigation. These theses have helped to get the sociology of scientific knowledge off the ground. Yet they have also reopened the debate
on rehtivism in a form that is rife with polemics and misunderstandings. Since the earliest days of the sociology of knowledge. the charge
agairut relativilrn continues to be that it is an 'ideology of helpless
surrender' (Lucacs, 1974: 89) which carmot discriminate l.ITI~ <ifferellt fams of knowledge (such as those of science and fascilm)'
FurtJlermore, it is claimed that any insistence on the miversal social
cond itioning of knowledge is self-refuting, since there is no rea;on to
accept the claims of a sociology of knowledge which must themselves
be seen as socially conditioned. To 3.$e;,.-<; these ch<rges, let us briefly
consider a distinction between epiSlemic relativilm and judgmental
relativism 5
Fpistemic ~lativism asserts that knowledge is rooted in a particular
time <lId culture. It holds that kncwledge does not just mimic nature,
and insofar as scientific realilm wishes to make such a claim, epistemic
relativism is anti-realist On the other hand, judgmental rei<tivism
appears to make the additional claims that all fams of knowledge are
'equally valid', and that we carmot cotTl1are differalt forms of knowledge and discriminate among them. If this were to me<II that all
forms of knowledge are equally good for a particular agreed-upon
purpose it would lead to the consequences spelled out <i>ove and
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to the traditional criticism levelled against relativism
It should be clear, however, that judgmental relativism manifestly
does not follow from epistemic relativism. The belief that scientific
knowledge does not merely replicate nature in no wqy commits the

epistemic relativist to the view that therefore all forms of knowledge
will be equally successful in solving a practical problem, equally adequate in explaining a puzzling phenomenon or, in general, equally
acceptable to all participants. Nor does it follow that we cannot discriminate between different forms of knowledge with a view to their
relevance or adequacy in regard to a specific goal. Of course, some
analysts may wish to argue for the asslllllptiOl1s ofjudgmental relativism. 6 But the shidy of the relationship bttween scientific knowledge
and social life in no way entails these assumptions. To claim that
judgmental relativism logically follows fiun epistemic relativism
presupposes among other things that we know exactly what we mean
by the assertion that knowledge is 'socially or existentially conditioned'. Yet it is precisely the project of the sociology of scientific
knowledge to wolk out in what sense and to what degree we can speak
coherently of knowledge as being rooted in social life. Conceivably,
the results of this project may turn out to be perfectly consistent
with an instnunentalist interpretation of knowledge or with other
epistemological positions which contrast with judgmental relativism.

Mdhodologic·al inttrnalism

To talk about the emergence of a new sociology of scientific knowledge is not to suggest that there exists a single and clearly defmed
research programme ...mich circumscribes the area. Rather, we are
talking about an upsurge of srudies relevant to sociology of knowledge
questions.? Their common characteristic is that social scientists are fathe frrst time engaged in a systematic investigation of the tedlllical
activities, judgments and interpretations of natural and technological
scientists fran a broadly sociological perspective. Several of the perspectives in which this gool is paramount adopt what can be described
as a fonn ofmethaiological internaiism: the 'internal' practices of the
scientific enterprise constitute the focus of inquiry. Methodological
internalism should not be confused with the attempt to explain scientific belief exclusively in terms of technical-rational considerations
imputed to scientists, a tendency evident in much traditional historiography and philosophy of science. Explanatory internalism, as the latter

could be called, is llllsympathetic to the idea that scientific knowledge
may have other than 'scientific' explanations. In contrast, methodological internalists tend actively to entertain the possibility of social
explanations, whatever these may be. As we shall see, some perspectives
ignore questions of explanation, but still maintain their focus on the
internal practices of science.
The methodological internalisrn found in recent social studies of
science can be further characterized in terms of the following tendencies: (1) a preference fa- the microscopic study of scientific practice;
(2) a tendency to give priority to the question HOW scientists go about
talking and doing science over the question WIN they act as they do;
and (3) a tendency to adopt what can loosely be described as a constructivist perspective in addition to the received perspective of the
sociology of knowledge. Note that we are talking about tendencies;
not all research programmes in the area necessarily subscribe to all
three characterizations.
(l)The tendency to analyze scientists' practices m rrucrOSCOPlC
detail is not new. Historians of science have often preferred the detailed
study of a particular period of scientific wOlk or of a particular scientist's life to the srudy of collective social action. However, both sociology
in general and social studies of science have lllltil recently sho'Ml the
opposite preference. For example, Mannheim's sociology of knowledge
was in its classical period marked 'by a tendency to set up grandiose
hypothetical schemes' (Coser. 1968: 433) ...mich it sought to verifY
only on a very general level. Similarly, Dutkheim analyzed the social
origin of 'collective representations' such as systems of values or systems of classifintion and advocated a macro- rather than a microscopic
methodology. Functionalist sociology of science and scientometrics
also prefer the institutional level of analysis and the use of aggregate
data. Some current intemalist studies of science employ microscq:lic
methods in conjunction with generalizations that refer to social collectivities (e.g., YOI.lllg, 1977; MacKenzic, 1977; Bames and Shapin,
1979; Restivo, 1982; see also Bames, and QlUbin and Restivo, this
voltune). The microscopism of recent science studies is a methodological principle rather than a principle of social explanation and is
closely associated with sociologists' growing interest in the production
of scientific knowledge. 8
(2) Like the preference for a microscopic methodology, the tendency to give priority to the question IDW rather than to the question
WIN is not limited to recent science srudies. Microsociology in general
in the last two decades has sho'Ml a marked inclination to refrain fran
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traditional forms of sociological theorizing. Some proponents of
microsociology profess to be uninterested in furnishing sociological
explanation and concentrate on providing a systematic description
of parJidp::oJts ' interpretative (explanatory) prnctices (GarfinkeJ, 1967).
Others reject the notion that theories ought to be stated in terms of
fomia l propositions sustained by unambig uous defmili ons and specified
initial conditions. They substitute instead a versim oflheori zing which
seeks to elaborate analy tical franes of mea1ing capable of opening up
new research questions and y ielding a fresh stream of defensible interpretations in response to these questions (Geertz, 1973). The latter
form of theorizing is imbued with \\hat Gilbert Ryl e called 'thick
description' (1971). In both frons of inquiry" the question J-K)W
rather than WHY receives most attention fran the analysl
Several perspettives in social studies of science have moved ill this
direction. Ethnographic studies of scientific work tend to advance
th eoretical frameworks in conjunction with thick description (cf. ,
Latour and Woolg..-, 1979; Knorr-Cetina, 1981; Traweek, 1982; see
also Latour, and Knorr-Cetina, this voltune). Ethnomcthodological
srudies of scientific practice display no interest in theoretical explanation (e.g. , Woolgar, 1981; Lynch, 1982; Lynch et aI. , and Woolgar,
this volume). This commitment is sh..-ed by the progranune of discourse analysis in science studies which rejects traditional f0rrrt3 of
explanation on methodological grounds (e.g., Mulkay and Gilbert,
1982a; Mulkay, Potter ald Yearley, this volume). Within these research traditions, the question IUW receives primary consideration.
On the other hand. the relativist progrnmme and research in the
Edinburgh tradition continue to promote the development of expllllatory hypotheses (e.g.. Collins. 1981: 3ff ; and Collins, this volume;
Bloor, 1976; B<mes, 1977; and Sames, this volume). With the 'weak'
programme and the Marxist tradition, the distinctive character-istic is
an interest in critique (e.g.. Restivo and Zenzen, 1978; alUbin and
Restivo, this voltune). Thus, these two latter perspectives treat sociological explanation as important only insofar as it leads to and makes
possible effective practical action. Their concern with HOW questions,
therefore, is dominant in the sense that the ultimate justification for
their analysis lies in the practical realm Analysis is valid ~en it tells
.
us how to change the world
(3) The inclination to adopt what can loosely be described as a
constructivist perspective is characterized by a concern for the processes by which outcomes are brought about through the mlUldane
tr~sactions of participants. It entails the asstunption that outcomes

are the result of p articipants' interactive and interpretative work.
Within this perspective, the sociology of knowledge question of the
'social or existential conditioning of thought' is analyzed with a view
to the (social) processes ~ich are constitutive of the production and
acceptance of knowledge claims. This constructivist approach to the
pr~uction of scientific culture lIld action is closely allied to, and
dependent on, the detailed microsociological srudy of scientists' routine
practices and discOUTSe. HCM'eve.-, although this kind of microsociological approach dominates much recent academic analysis, there <re cle..si1J1S of <Il opposing trend iIl whidl the interpenetration of science and
wider social processes is emphasized (see OlUbin and Restivo, this
voltune).

Tht 'linguistic hWII' In sodilJ studlts of sdmct

The study of commllllication among scientists has a history that can be
traced back almost to the very begiruling of the sociology of science
(cf, Edge, 1979). Until very recently , conununication in science was
conceived primarily in terms of the exchange of scientific products for
scme fam of scientific credit and measured by means of citation and
publication counts. This conception of communication treats langIage
<fl a neutral medium fcc the transmission of information or as a mere
charmel through which social transactions lake place. In contrast,. scme
recent social studies of sc ience have adopled the via\' that linguistic
utterances ;re basically speech actions (Searle. 1969). Since htunan
interaction to a significant extent consists of such speech actions, they
must in themselves become a focus, lIld f<r some analysts lhe focus, of
investigation
As a consequence, a series of new questions has been raised about
scientific communication. Wh et are the persu<flive funct ions of scientific speech acts and how do speech acts further participants' goals?
How do speech acts become organized into orderly sequences of discourse? HCM' ..-e they rumed into patterns of argument which appear
'rational' and 'coherenl' to participants? Prompted to sane extent by
developments in literary criticifm <lld by the emergence of a semiotic
method of text analysis (Greimas) ~ similar questions have been a~ed
about scientific texts. Several distinctive, yet overlapping, approaches
to the discourse of scientists can at present be differentiated: (1) the
model of literary inscription' formulated by Latour <Ild Woolgar (1979);
(2) the analysis of the practical reasoning of scientists outlined below;
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and (3) the 'discourse analysis' of Mullmy and Gilbert (1982b; see
also Mulkay, Potter and Yeariey, this voltune).
(1) Latour and Woo!gar's conception of scientific work as essentially a fonn of writing comes closest to the semiotic approach to
discourse. These authors portray scientific activities as 'the rrganization of persuasion through literary inscription' (1979: 88). The
process is depicted as a struggle fa" the transformation of conjectural
statements which are linguistically qualified into statements of 'fact'
formulated without linguistic qualification. Within this approach, the
notion of 'writing' or of 'literary inscription' is a central part of the
theoretical framewOIk which guides the analysis. It is used to explicate
scientists' preoccupations and to accOlUlt for the scientific laboratory
as an instnunent ofpersuasiOl1.
(2) The second approach distinguished above shares with the fmuer
an interest in the analysis of scientific writings. However, it equally
emphasizes that scientists' informal practical' reasoning is a process
within ...mich writing is embedded and through ...mich meaning and
significance is attributed to scientists' literary inscriptions. The organizational properties of scientists' talk and texts, the negotiation of
meaning in scientific conversations, and the strategies of persuasion
employed in scientific discourse are topics of investigation. Ma:;t
analysts draw upon the practical reasoning ·of scientists both as a topic
of analysis and as a resource in describing and accOl.lllting for scientific
practice (e.g., Lynch, 1982; Woolgar, 1980; KnoIT-Cetina, 1981; Law
and Williams, 1982).
(3) The third approach mentioned above is perhaps the most radical
in that it attributes absolute priority to the study of the organization of
meaning in scientific discourse (e.g., Mulkay and Gilbert, 1982a and
1982b; Mulkay, Potter and Yearley, this voltune). It treats the discourse
of scientists as a topic of analysis, but objects to its use by the analyst
as a resource to describe and explain action and belief This concern
with discourse rather than action is said to follow from the interpretative
flexibility of scientists' accounts, fran the variation of accOlmts
between social contexts, and from the difficulties facing the analyst in
his attempts to extract a coherent versim of participants' actions and
beliefs from the diverse interpretations generated by these same participants. Clearly, generalizations about scientific practice derived from
scientists' accOl.lllts are only as dependable, as precise and as valid as the
accOl.lllting practices on which they are based. The authors conclude
that instead of relying on scientists' accOl.lllts as indicators of scientific
practice, we frrst have to iflllrove our understanding of these accounting
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practices. The claim is made that, not only is discourse analysis a
methodological priority, but also that it makes most traditional fonns
of analysis redundant.
Systematic inquiries into the properties of scientists' talk and writing
partly overlap with etlmographic studies of scientific wOik (cf, Latour
and Woolgar, 1979, KnoIT-Cetina, 1981; Law and Williams 1982; Lynch,
1982). Though a wealth of material has already been acctunulated (see
Mulkay, Potter and Yearley, thisvoltune), both perspectives are ammg
the most recent developments in social srudies of science. The linguistic
turn in science studies reflects an awakening to the role of language
...mich sociology in general has only recently experienced. Since the production of discourse which purports to have a systematic relationship
to scientific wOik is such a crucial part of the scientific enterprise, its
srudy promises to be particularly critical to the study of science as a
social phenomenon.
Tht bnakdown of ncdvtd distinctions

Traditional sociology of knowledge and the received sociology of
science have tended to consider the social side of science as something
that exists apart fran and in addition to the technical core of science.
In keeping with eVeI}'day usage of the terms 'social' and 'scientific',
sane perspectives have implicitly defined the social element in science
by contrasting it with the technical component. In general, it appears
that the more recent studies of science have looked closely at the
'tedlllical' wOik of science, the more thoroughly social an accanplishment it has rumed out to be. The social has come increasingly to appear
to be integral to the cognitive and technical, and the latter has come to
seem to display those characteristics which have traditionally been
attributed to social phenomena.
Studies of sciertific 'reasoning' in the laboratory, during controversies, and generally on occasions when scientists communicate with
each other, tend to doctunent the negotiated or socially accomplished
character oftechnical outcomes. Whether it is the nature of the things
one 'sees' in scientific observation, the proper conduct of an experiment,
or the adequacy of a theoretical interpretation, scientific agreement
appears to be open to contestation and modification, a process often
referred to as 'negotiation'. Through contestation and modification,
the meaning of scientific observations as well as of theoretical interpretations tends to get selectively constructed and reconstructed in
scientific practice.
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The negotiability of scientific outcomes is seen as arising fiun the
ooderdeterrnination of theoretical interpretations by the evidence
which lias been discussed above. Recent srudies of scientific practice
have therefore considered the negotiation of technical outcomes as a
social process. This assunes that the negotiation of scientific outcomes
carmot be fully ooderstood as merely a necessary step in the process of
dispelling initial uncertainties about the validity of results. It entails
that scientific outcomes may depend on the argumentative skills, the
prestige or other symbolic and material resources which participants
mobilize to convince each other. If there exists an ooavoidable indeterminacy in principle in relation to scientific decisions, then it may be
that the rhetorical brilliance of those advocating a particular outcome,
the political saliency of the fmdings, or the support proponents can
draw on, etc. , may tip the balance in favour of a specific choice. The
negotiation of scientific reality documented in intemalist studies of
science is presented as a process of persuasion which involves, among
other things, subtle linguistic strategies of argumentation. Persuasion
can be considered to be a basically social phenomenon. Ifagreement in
science is fOl.Ulded upon processes of persuasion and dissuasim, as
several of the perspectives outlined below maintain, both the attainment and the dissolution oftedlllical consensus in science can be taken
to be social accomplishments.
A related sense in wliich the core of technical scientific inquiry is
held to be 'social' refers to the contextual contingencies manifest in
scientific work. Internalist studies of science describe scientific inquiry
as a process in which decisions are occasioned in part by the local
cirnunstances of the work. They have pointed out the logic of circumstances according to ...mich scientists' decision criteria vat}' with the
sitmition, and they have documented the idiosyncrasies of the local
interpretations on wliich scientists draw to give meaning to seemingly
universal conclusions. Contextual conditions nearly always irwolve
'social! factors and may have social explanations.
Reasoned decisions, then, are treated as decisions in ...mich the
variables selected for consideration md the values attributed to these
variables depend on the specific situation. They are rooted in defmitions of the situation which are partly constituted by the perceptions
and beliefs of other participants in the situation, and ...mich take into
accOlmt the crystallized outcome of previous social actio!). Situational
variables, of course, often originate in the larger social context or have
other social explanations. A scientific decision itself may at the same
time be ~ social strategy. There are a multitude of ways in which what
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has traditionally been called the 'social' appears to be part of the
contextually contingent logic oftechnical inquiry.
At the same time, there is a sense in ...mich the very distinction
between 'social' and 'technical' is produced through scientists' 0'Ml
interpretative practices. It has been argued that practitioners (as well
as social scientists) make reference to social factors in connection with
scientific results which have not yet been fully established, but tend to
exempt these results from social explanation ...men they have become
generally accepted (Bloor, 1976; Latour and Woolgar, 1979). The
transition fran a scientist's knowledge claim to a taken-for-granted
object in the real world is accompanied by a break in participants'
use of social explanations (Mulk.ay and Gilbert, 1982b). For participants, established scientific results become part of an independent,
technical realm, in relation to which 'social' factors have no explanatory
relevance. As a result, as scientists continually revise their conceptions
of the natural world, so they reinterpret the nature of their O'Ml and
their colleagues' past and present actions (Gilbert and Mulk.ay, forthcoming). In the past, sociologists have tended to be dependent for their
0'Ml conclusions on interpretative work of this kind, carned out by
scientists. Only recently have sociologists begun to examine empirically
practitioners' use of the distinction between the social and the sciertific. However, one of the central tendencies in recent work has been to
try to avoid adopting participants' folk. sociology and to try to concentrate analytically instead on describing how participants construct and
deconstruct the technical substance of the natural world along with
their own social world of science.

Conclusion

Social studies of science today reflect tendencies in sociology in general,
such as the increasing awareness of the relevance of language to sociological investigation, the move towards a sensitive methodology ...mich
can cope with the concrete course ofhlllllan conduct, and the r~ection
of theorizing wliich is detached from close empirical study of the complexities of social action. In the most general sense, we cm perhaps speak.
of an influx of the concerns of microsocial theory and methodology
into science studies. This is accompanied in some cases by a pronOl.Ulced
concern to link the detailed study of scientists' actions and culture to
an ooderstanding of the overall structure of modern societies, and by a
growing concern with the practical implications of our 0'Ml knowledge.
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These concerns have far-reaching consequences fa" the study of
science. They have helped to revive and revitalize the daring questions
posed by the classical sociology of knowledge, fa" ...mich they promise
to provide a new empirical fOlmdation, .as well as to generate questions
and fmding; which have no precedents in prior sociological study of
science. In the view of some authors, they have opened up the prospect
of an epistemologically relevant sociology of science (Campbell, 1977).
On the preceding pages we have drawn attention to some of the pertinent characteristics of these new developments in the sociology of
science. But we have hardly done them justice. Readers are now invited
to sample them for themselves.

Notes
1. See Gnmbaum (1960) fa" a summaI)' and critical diocussioo of the arguments made by these authors.
2. Ibid, p. 76.
3. These claims have been made most foccefu1ly ~ BiO<l" (1976: 12:1f.) and
Hesoe (.1980: 32ff.).
4. See Suppe (1974, particularly the introci!ction) for a SlIIIlIIlaty and critical
philo~cal dscussion of the arguments of these authors.
5. See Bhaskar (1979) foc a more detailed elabocatioo of the distinctioo
betwren qJistemic and judgmental relativism.
6. Few authors have actually made these assumptions, as becomes clear upon
clOler reading ofMannheim (1954) oc Feyerabend (1975).
7. 1his devel~ent r:N¥es much to 'cognitive' oocidogy of science which has,
foc oune time, been interested in the relation between and interactioo et social
and cognitive factocs in science (e.g., \Vhitley, 1972; Weingart, 1976). ftesent
peropectives tend to r*ct the distinctioo between social and cognitive factocs.
8. Some authors have attempted a mixture of the use of aggregate data and
the use of a qualitative methodology oriented towards [.WCesses internal to a
scientific opecialty (see studer and C1mbin, 1980).
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